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Lifelink  MINI  M.O.B  Rescue  System

Lifelink  M.O.B  Rescue  System

The Lalizas Lifelink MINI M.O.B rescue system is the smallest and 
lightest of the Lalizas Lifelink range.

The bright and visible yellow kit bag features useful printed 
instructions for use on it and contains 20 metres of floating retrieval 
rope linking the survivor to the rescuer.

The rope features a grab loop at either end and the resuers loop has 
a cover to enable a firm grasp.  
The system also includes a rope float.

The kit can be mounted on any type of rails or in fender holders Etc. 
and deployed quickly in the event of of a man overboard situation.

RWB8710 Lalizas Lifelink MINI M.O.B rescue system

The Lalizas Lifelink M.O.B rescue system is designed to be permanently 
mounted to the pushpit or rails and includes a soft easy-clean PVC bag.
The bags design allows it to be mounted to the rails without the need for 
any additional mounting brackets. 

 The kit contains 50 metres of floating rope attached to   
 a sturdy buoyant PVC life sling with webbing belts and
 snap buckles.
 The bright and visible PVC bag includes instructions for 
 use printed on it.

 RWB8711 Lalizas Lifelink M.O.B rescue system

Flexible horseshoe lifebuoy with bright orange PVC zippered 
cover, closed cell foam inner, webbing straps with snap 
buckle, reflective tape and whistle.
600mm diameter.

RWB6554

Horseshoe  Lifebuoy

Closed cell foam lifebuoys with white PVC cover. 
Available with red or blue bands & poly rope.
650mm (26") diameter lifebuoy for pleasure 
craft, pool or decorative purposes.

NOT approved for commercial or 
offshore use.

RWB590 White with red bands
RWB591 White with blue bands

Decorative  Ring  Lifebuoys
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